International Society of Physiotherapy Journal Editors (ISPJE)
Membership Form
Membership of the International Society of Physiotherapy Journal Editors is open to editors,
associate editors, editorial board members and past editors of journals that publish material
related to physiotherapy. These journals should be associated with a physiotherapy
association or have physiotherapists as the majority of their subscribers. For more details
about the society see the ISPJE web site at https://world.physio/networks/journal-editors.
If you wish to become a member, you need to complete the form below (simply type your
response next to each heading) and send it by email to the secretary
(secretary@ispje.wcpt.org).
If you know of any physiotherapy journal editors who are not members of the society, please
forward this form on to them.
The form is in two sections: the first asks for your details and the second asks for details about
the journal you are associated with.
Your details
We will use your details to maintain records of the society's membership. This information
may be made public (for example, on the society's web site). (The exception is email
addresses, which we will not make public.) If you would prefer any of this information to not
be made public please make that clear in your response.
Your given names(s):
Your family name(s):
The name you prefer for correspondence
(e.g., may be an abbreviation of your given name):
Preferred academic title (Dr, Associate Professor, Professor, etc):
The journal you are an editor/associate editor/editorial board
member/past editor of:
Role with that journal (the title conferred to you, e.g. editor,
associate editor, editorial board member, past editor, etc.):
Email address 1:
Email address 2:
Primary institutional affiliation:
City of residence (also indicate state if necessary):
Country of residence:
[Continued on next page]

Your journal
We will provide details about your journal on the society's web site. If you do not wish for
any of these details to be provided on the web site please leave the relevant field empty. We
reserve the right to edit responses that are provided on the ISPJE web site so that there is a
common style of responses.
Journal Name:
Journal name in English
(if different from above):
Publisher:
ISSN (International Standard Serial Number - leave
blank if not known):
Country of publication:
Language of journal:
Web address of journal (home page):
Contact email address
(of journal contact, for prospective authors):
Number of issues per year:
Format
(print/electronic/print & electronic/other ...):
Does the journal publish scientific articles? (yes no):
Does the journal publish news articles? (yes/no):
Peer reviewed? (yes: all articles/yes: all research
articles/yes: some articles/no/other ...):
Current impact factor
(only include current impact factor, if applicable):
Typical content
(maximum 100 words; see below for an example):
Electronic access (immediate free access to all content /
delayed free access to all content/access by subscription
only/other ...):
Mode of submission (e.g. paper/email/web-based/other:
Circulation (total number of print and on-line
subscribers; indicate if figure is audited:
Indexed on (indexing databases, such as Medline or
CINAHL; do not include document delivery services):
Most of these fields are reasonably self-explanatory, but the "Typical Content" may not be.
Here is an example of what we are after: “Three sections: editorials (1-2 articles), research
(6-8 articles), appraisal (critically appraised papers, clinical practice guidelines,
clinimetrics, media reviews, letters).

